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Digital printing, be it high-speed inkjet or toner system, has
drastically changed not only what is possible when it comes to print
but what can be printed on a tight budget.
It’s a reality that VMA celebrated when it bestowed its prestigious
Best of Show award on the inventive packaging for Lonohana Estate
Chocolate (p. 24) at the 2018 VMA Showcase Awards in August.
Blending digital’s variable-data printing capabilities with a wrapper
featuring a gorgeous sculptured emboss, die cutting and a clever tab
system, this package–depicted in all its tantalizing glory on the cover
of this issue–was definitely greater than the sum of its parts. (So cool
was this piece, it picked up an Award of Recognition at the Printing
Industries of America Premier Print Awards, too.)
Digital printing is also front and center in one of the most popular calendar creations in recent memory: the aptly named Junglendar
(p. 28). Lions, giraffes and other denizens of the animal kingdom
burst forth in a range of beautiful colors with the help of precise laser
cuts and intricate interlocking pieces, along with dabs of MGI digital
foiling. “Wait,” I hear you say, “digital foiling?!” Now that’s
a discussion for another issue …
In the meantime, we explore some more traditional
printing and finishing techniques in this issue, including
“3 Easy Ways to Hide Bruising” (p. 6), a section you’re going to want to keep handy for the next time you emboss or
letterpress print anything!
Now, if you will excuse me, I really must separate
the lion and the giraffe Junglendar pieces–you
can’t turn your back on them for a minute. ;-)
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3 EASY WAYS

to hide bruising
DON’T LET THE UNINTENTIONAL REVERSE
OF AN EMBOSS GET IN THE WAY OF YOUR
PRINTED COPY OR IMAGES.

BY SABINE LENZ

Special effects like embossing look and feel fabulous, especially
when type is pushed high above the paper’s surface.
But what looks great on the front has a downside ... or at least a
not so favorable backside. The paper that is pushed out has to
come from somewhere, and in this case it comes from the back of
your sheet.
The same holds true for letterpress printing and foil stamping. To
get your tactile effect on the front, the paper is pushed out to the
back, leaving a slightly embossed area.
That is called bruising, an unintended consequence of an effect.
Why should you care about bruising?
The unintentionally created bruise is a problem because it gets in
the way of printed copy or imagery and stops you from using the
backs of business cards or other marketing materials. The bumpiness of the bruise is a distraction. So what do you do if you do not
want the bad with the good?

Fall 2018
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HIDE THE BRUISE
1. Add an extra panel
If you use your special finishing effect on the cover of a brochure or
folder, simply add an extra panel to the cover and fold it in. This is
often referred to as a French flap.
Instead of a four-page cover, you now have a six-page one, and the
extra panel is folded in. This gives you a pristine-looking inside
front cover that can be nicely utilized for extra copy or imagery.

2

2. Use French-fold binding
If your embossing is on the cover or the inside pages of your marketing material, a French fold is a win-win. It gives you that extra-thick
feel per page and allows you to hide any bruising.
Your pages are first printed on one side and then finished:
embossed, letterpressed or foil stamped. Each page is then folded in
half, showing off the printed side on the outside—a reverse fold, if
you will. Once bound, all you will see is the pristine side of the piece.
3. Duplex laminate
Duplex lamination is two substrates adhered together to form a
double-thick finished piece. It is perfect for business cards and
brochure covers.

3

+

The front of your sheet is printed, then backed up by another piece
of paper that will hide any bruising or debossing. This option opens
up a number of creative possibilities. You can laminate the same
sheet to the back—very classy—or utilize a different color sheet or
one with a different texture. Or, as in the brochure featured to the
left, use the cover-up to create a full-page pocket. It is a lot of fun to
explore your options.
One last option
Embrace your deboss. DataGraphic did this very cleverly with the
invitation for a high-end jeweler. The embossed necklace that was
featured on the front left a deboss on the back. DataGraphic incorporated that deboss into the design of the piece (see bottom of
opposite page).
Whichever hide-the-bruise option you choose, you and your special
finishing technique will come out the winner.
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ebbie Millman is a true renaissance woman forced to, I would choose three: Chris Ware,
in the design world, taking on roles as
Brandon Stanton and Alison Bechdel.”
diverse as author, designer, educator,
interviewer, artist, marketing officer and goBRANDING TODAY
to commentator for the world of branding
Millman spent 20 years at Sterling Brands,
and design. She’s been president emeritus of
working with more than 200 of the world’s largAIGA, editorial and creative director for Print
est brands. During that time, she saw the discimagazine, chair/co-founder of the master’s
pline of branding change, primarily due to comprogram in branding at New York City’s School petition, into the challenging landscape of today.
of Visual Arts and has been named “one of the
“The ultimate goal of branding is to reflect
most influential designers working today” by
the culture in which the brand or product or
Graphic Design USA.
company participates, which evokes a unique
composition of sensory perceptions,” she says.
WIDE-RANGING CONVERSATIONS
“Those perceptions impact the way we think
In 2005, Millman started her influential Design
and act and, by extension, the way the brand or
Matters podcast with little more than an idea
product or company is perceived.”
and a telephone line. “I decided that interviewing designers who I revered would be an inven- She goes on to say that we have reached “cattive way to ask my heroes everything I wanted
egorical exhaustion,” with too much variation
to know about them,” she says. After 13 years
in communication to target any one lifestyle.
and roughly 300 episodes, she’s talked to such Therefore, “designing a logo” or “creating
design and creative culture luminaries as Milton an identity” shortchanges the true work creGlaser, Massimo Vignelli, Chip Kidd, Michael
atives do as consultants, marketers, designers
Bierut and Tom Geismar. The podcast is now
and strategists. “I think that logos and identity
the anchor show on Design Observer’s media
aren’t just about design anymore. There is no
channel, and iTunes designated it one of the top longer a ‘mass market’ where you can target a
podcasts of 2015.
product or company—there is no one demographic picture of the planet,” says Millman.
And which one of her wide-ranging conversa“What we really do is holistically balance
tions does Millman remember best? “It’s hard
four distinct but related disciplines—cultural
to pick my all-time favorite episodes, but if
10
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DES
IGN
OBSERVER
HER LIST OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS IS ALREADY EXTENSIVE,
BUT DEBBIE MILLMAN IS JUST GETTING STARTED.

Debbie
Millman

B Y C L AY H A M I L T O N
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“Design has finally become democratized, and
anthropology, behavioral psychology, commerce and creativity—and express this visually.” these efforts are not about anything commercial,”
says Millman. “They have been created by the
Culture, she explains, impacts the way we
people for the people to serve the highest purunderstand and interpret the world, whether
pose design has: to bring people together for the
that’s through social networks, politics or
benefit of humanity.”
the cult of celebrity. Psychology is included
because we need to fundamentally understand
FINDING A PATH
the brain circuitry of our audience and appeal
Millman has called the beginning of her career
to their imagination. Understanding commerce
and the marketplace helps us understand mes- “an experiment in rejection and despair.” Yet
saging impacts and the influence of perception. she now sees that as a strength—everyone has
ups and downs, but perseverance takes courage.
“And, of course, it includes creativity, because if
we don’t create an engaging identity, then con- “Almost all of my mistakes have led to some
type of learning and self-knowledge, and I funsumers won’t even see it,” she concludes.
damentally consider that in and of itself to be a
Therefore, the discisuccess. I don’t know if this makes me a pessipline of branding, says
mist, but I expect things to be hard and I expect
Millman, “has more
things to take a long time and I expect things to
impact on our culbe messy, and I think that’s the way most creture than any other
ative endeavors unfurl,” she says. “When you
creative medium.”
are learning, you are growing. And you can’t
ever learn without making mistakes.”
She goes on to
describe the challengShe gives an example: As a teenager, she was jeales: “Designers need to
ous of girls with designer clothes and a look of
be polymaths now; in
effortless sophistication. “Now I know that brands
addition to being able to
are often created to do just that: create intimate
design, they need to be able to write, draw, code, worlds where inhabitants can be somebody and
market, position, brand and sell themselves. It is
feel like they belong. Brands create tribes.”
so much more competitive than ever, and employHer awareness of this has led her to follow Milton
ers and clients want to work with designers that
Glaser’s creed: Do No Harm. “I’ve tried to
can do way more than design.”
approach all of the work I’ve done in branding
One development she finds incredibly exciting is with authenticity,” Millman says. “No amount of
the design work coming out of social movements fancy clothing or expensive accessories is really
and expressions of solidarity like Black Lives
going to make you feel better about yourself if
Matter, the Paris peace symbol after the 2015
you don’t feel it intrinsically inside. Your ‘brand’
terrorist attacks and the 2017 Women’s March.
is the distinct you—who you are on your best day.”

People
‘…want to
work with
designers
that can do
way more
than design.’
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ACCENT / ON
WHERE WILL YOU PUT
YOUR ACCENT?
Accent ® Opaque is a premium
sheet that stacks up to more
expensive papers in quality,
performance, selection – and
results. The easy-on-thepocket price means you can
spend the extra budget
on finishing touches to
make every project
worthy of an award.
With so many sizes,
weights and finishes
available, there’s
almost no limit to
the places you can
put your Accent.

Accent Opaque is on! Follow our
adventures on these social channels:
InternationalPaper.com
©2018 International Paper Company. All rights reser ved.
Accent is a registered trademark of International Paper Company
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The
Story
Builder
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he director of creative strategy at
Hint, a Kansas City content and
experience design shop, Stefan
Mumaw has led creative efforts on
brands large and small, including
Coca-Cola, Sony, Hallmark and
more. He has authored six books,
the most recent being Creative
Boot Camp.
Mumaw has won many industry
awards and been known to
embarrass himself and those
around him if given the opportunity.

3

STEFAN
MUMAW
Fall 2018
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What inspired you to write Creative
Boot Camp?

For the better part of a decade, I struggled with
the term “creative.” My struggle was that I felt
I was creative but not artistic. So I developed a
definition that I believed was universally true,
then tested it against everything I knew to be
creative, and it held up: Creativity is problem
solving with relevance and novelty. If this is
true, that means creativity is a skill and could be
learned and improved. Creative Boot Camp is
my exploration of the proof of that definition.
Can we get better creatively? Can we learn to
generate ideas in greater quantity and quality?
The book is the workout program to find out.
People talk a lot about storytelling these
days. What do you think has changed to
make it so prevalent?

Story has been around forever, it’s the tellers
who have changed. They’re called “tellers”
because that’s how they communicated the
story—by telling through pantomime, performance, drawings and, ultimately, language and
voice. What’s different today is that I can strap
on a VR headset and experience any story in
the first person. The leap from third-person
telling to first-person telling is incredibly significant and will ultimately change the way story
is experienced.

‘Storytelling is the
communication of a
story. Story building is the
construction of that story.’
subjective. If I told you what I ate for lunch, is
that a story? It depends on how I tell it. And I
can make it a documentation of food or an experience of emotion through the way I structure
the story. That’s story building—the construction of story.
What is the connection between story
and brand?

Brands have struggled building and telling
stories because their goals are typically selfserving. You can’t be a good storyteller if
you’re only focused on you: You have to have
an understanding of what moves an audience,
a level of empathy that extends beyond the self.
Most brands just want to get you to buy their
brand, which becomes very obvious in the construct of story.

But over the last 10 years, audiences have
gained feedback mechanisms that allow them
to approve or disapprove of brands very quickly
and very powerfully. This means brands have
had to adapt, and one of those adaptations is a
You talk about differentiating between
storytelling and story building. What’s
heightened attention to the audience. Lately,
the difference?
we’ve seen more brand stories that have been
Storytelling is the communication of a story.
woven around character rather than commerce,
Story building is the construction of that story.
and in a social share world, those brands are
As humans, we are innate storytellers and innate often rewarded with acceptance, share and,
story recognizers. But not everyone can build a ironically, commerce.
story from scratch, because what’s necessary for
a story to exist is unpronounced and incredibly
16
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You’ve praised what you call “good
cheating”—what is it and why should
we do it?

Villains are some of the most creative characters
because they have a goal, a deep understanding of the rules, and a will to circumvent them.
If you think about it, isn’t that what we want as
professional creatives? When we create something for a client, we have a goal. But do we
have a deep understanding of the rules? Do we
know what we can and can’t do so well that we
see the cracks and holes, and then are we driven
enough to explore them?
The only difference between us and a garden
variety villain should be the goal. We use our
powers for good, but that doesn’t mean we
can’t learn how to apply those powers from
the villainous.
As director of creative strategy, are there
things you do to help inspire your team to do
their best work?

It sounds elementary, but you’d be surprised
at what a little encouragement and recognition will do to a creative’s spirit. As designers,
we’re usually gears in a machine and forget that
every day we make decisions in our work that
represent how we see the world or are artifacts
of our ability—and, consequently, our selfworth. Others just see it as a design, but to us,
there’s a little piece of ourselves in it. When it
gets squashed day after day, it can be demoralizing. I have found that recognizing effort—
appreciating good work and understanding the
energy it takes to make it—can remind a designer
what he or she fell in love with in the first place.
It’s not complex. Be human and decent and
take care of one another.

Fall 2018
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Winter w

was Coming
Stranger & Stranger’s

‘Game of Thrones-like

Christmas Gift

BY AARON BERMAN

HBO’s Game of Thrones has much to answer
for. In its seven-year history, it’s given us over
700 deaths, another reason to skip weddings
and inspiration for one of the most intriguing, and intriguingly disturbing, “client gifts”
in living memory. If a Hogwarts board game
somehow got sucked into a hell dimension,
you’d end up with something like the Game
of Stranger.
“Some of it’s dark, some of it’s not right,” says
Kevin Shaw, founder of packaging design
firm Stranger & Stranger, rather proudly.
“We had all sorts of crazy ideas but we kind
of honed it a little bit.”
Keep those words in mind.

Fall 2018
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it, it was a lot darker and more sinister,” Shaw
admits. “You’ve got to draw a fine line between
being intriguing and being offensive.” Still, “I
almost beat myself up after—we should’ve gone
darker, we should’ve gone full on.”
The Devil is in the Details

Once we were over the initial shock of seeing the
Game of Stranger for the first time, our thoughts
ust, Death and Eyeballs
naturally turned to the papers used and the finishIf you have any hang-ups about snakes, consider
this your warning. From the snakeskin pattern on ing techniques employed. Regarding the former,
“toothy uncoated white stock and specialty textured
the outer box to the serpent-tongue ribbon you
stock” were all the details the firm was willing to
pull to open it, the motif is everywhere, which
reveal, as much to maintain the enigmatic nature of
stands to reason. The twin themes for this game
the game as to protect trade secrets, we suspect.
are “Lust” and “Death.” Even the game’s name
The game seemingly uses every technique
is rendered in a serpentine-like “S” in stunning
in the printer’s spell book: multiple foils,
gold foil on the top of the box.
embosses, debosses and spot varnishes galore.
From that box you slide out another that
In addition:
opens from the top to reveal your folded
• Boxes: 1-2 Pantone colors and foils.
game board, metal die and … a box of eyeballs.
• Two small rule books (Lust and Death):
Influences are all over the map on this one: the
4-color process plus two Pantone colors
die from an episode of Luther in which twin
and foils. The covers have a snakeskin
psychopaths play with metal die for lethal stakes,
look and feel.
and the eyeballs—player pieces for gameplay—
Notes Shaw: “Some of the commands in the
from some chocolates the Stranger & Stranger
game are just downright sinister. I think there’s
gang came across once.
one that says you and a player of your choice are
But the pièce de résistance is the foldcompletely screwed. So you have to pick someout game board: a sort of demonic cigar band
body to be completely screwed with you.”
of mysticism—Magritte if the artist had gone
The rest we will simply have to put down to
through a kabbalah phase.
“that old black magic.”
“When we were originally thinking about
20
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Not Everybody’s Cup of Tea

Truth be told, this isn’t Stranger & Stranger’s first
flirtation with occult imagery. The studio, which
has made its name by crafting attention-grabbing
packaging for wine, spirits and beers, has a distinctive aesthetic all its own. Our best stab at a
description: paraphernalia of the Illuminati as
designed by painting’s Old Masters. “Very fair,”
says Shaw. “We like engaging imagery and oldschool craft.”
And it’s an approach that you see in its most
undiluted form in Stranger & Stranger’s annual

client gifts like this one. Occasionally, though,
they find it’s not to everybody’s taste.
“We have a client, an incredibly lovely family, very Old English,” says Shaw. “They have
a huge country house, vineyards they planted—
gorgeous—and they’re making English sparkling wine. And they’ve got their own church.
It didn’t occur to me until I went down there
how religious they were, and how conservative.
So a few years ago we made some playing cards
[The Ultimate Deck], and there was some quite
dark, quite occultish imagery. They sent it back
and said, ‘Sorry, this is not our thing.’ They were
clearly offended, but they were very polite about

fall 2018
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it. So yeah, there’s always a fine line of how far
you can push it before people send this stuff back.
They’re good as gold, really, really sweet, but we
didn’t send them this game for obvious reasons.”
A Race Against Time

Stranger & Stranger could’ve used a bit of the
sorcery hinted at in the game’s imagery to put the
thing together—they struggled to get all 500 in
the post in time for Christmas.
“We left it way too late,” Shaw admits. “We
always do. But this one we didn’t even start till
the end of October. To get that shipped in time
for Christmas was just intense. The production
house that we use for our secondary packaging

22
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really pulled it off. The designers that worked
on it, they ground it out, I’ve got to say.”
And with a devilish pause Shaw utters the
words that he knows will drive us mad for the
rest of the year.
“I’ve already got the idea for this year’s gift
and next year. Hopefully we’re gonna start it
early—I don’t want to be left to the last minute
again. It was too brutal this year.”
Uh, Kevin, could you just give us a teensy
little hint?
“I’m not telling you what it is. Don’t even
ask,” he says like a father heading off a child’s
whine. “It’s a surprise.”

COMMITTED TO OUR CUSTOMERS
As an independent, regional paper company with 43 locations in the
West, Kelly Paper has always taken a local approach to our business. From
San Diego to Seattle, we know each and every one of our customers. We
care about your business and understand your printing paper needs—
whatever press you use. Kelly’s strong commitment to customers runs
deep, and our promise is to always bring the insights, ideas and solutions
to make your business a success.
K E L LY P A P E R . C O M
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P h o to s by N e d B o n z i Photograp hy

A sculptured emboss
makes for
,
smart chocolate
packaging

sweet

BY AARON BERMAN

Lonohana

CASE STORY

I

f there’s anything more heavenly and
luxurious than chocolate, it has to be
local chocolate enjoyed in that paradise
on earth, Hawaii. Deb Viola of Viola Design
took that experience one step
further by packaging Oahu’s
limited-edition Lonohana
CLIENT
Lonohana Estate
Estate Chocolate in an awardChocolate
winning, exotic wrapper that
DESIGNER
looks as natural as the ingreViola Design
dients that go into this mouthPRINT
Moquin Press
watering confection.
PRINT PRODUCTION
Aslan Graphics

PAPER

Wrapper: 100 lb. Neenah
Classic Woodgrain
Cover Bare White;
Bellybands: 80 lb.
Neenah Classic Crest
Text Smooth Bare White

FINISHING & BINDING

Sculptured multilevel
brass die registered
emboss, die cutting

The objective? To create a luxurious package that feels elegant
and Hawaiian, yet still keeps production costs as low as possible.
To accomplish this, Viola worked
closely with Aslan Graphics and
Moquin Press to produce a single, intriguing packaging system
for all five varieties of chocolate.

Based on the concept of a Japanese gift box, the
chocolate bar packaging does not use any glue
but rather two sets of interlocking flaps in the
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shape of cacao leaves. The abstract leaves are
visually enhanced with a subtle, shadow-like
PMS color printed UV offset and sculptured
registered emboss applied to Neenah Classic
Woodgrain Bare White Cover.
Between the emboss and the woodgrain feel,
it’s so tactilely engaging that it’s almost impossible to put it down. (This common outer shell
for all the different varieties also allows for a
larger common production run.)
Next, Viola designed bellybands that were
digitally printed on 80 lb. Neenah Classic
Crest Bare White Text with a different accent
color used for each of the five different flavors. Handwritten batch numbers and “best by”
dates complete the “handmade” feel of this artisanal delicacy, even as it prevents the packaging
from opening.
The effect is modern, yet with a distinct island feel–perfect for locals who want to shop
local. And if tourists pick them up to bring
back to friends and loved ones back home as
an authentic souvenir of Hawaiian culture, so
much the better.

Between the

emboss and the
woodgrain feel, it’s
almost impossible
to put it down.
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Beastly
Year!
WHAT
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We thought we had seen just about
everything that can be done to add a third
dimension to print. That is until we came
face-to-face with a colorful menagerie that
suggested we think again.
BY AARON BERMAN
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Lorem ipsum dolor
sit amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit. Aenean
lacinia bibendum
nulla sed consectetur.
Vestibulum id ligula
porta felis euismod
semper.

T

he Junglendar 2017 calendar is a set
of 12 sheets—one for each month
of the year—that, through tent folds
and notch alignments, come together to form
stunning 3D animals. Best of all, each side of
a given sheet has a different color or pattern,
so you can mix and match pieces to make your
jungle creatures uniquely your own.
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The various die cuts necessary to produce a
majestic lion’s face, for example, are extraordinary enough, but what really makes these pieces
come alive is the MGI Digital Technology
embellishments—particularly foil and selective
UV—that lend a further patterned pizzazz to an
already eye-catching project.
And just when you are ready to say, “Fantastic,
stop right there,” Heret Packaging extended
their color gamut beyond CMYK to include
OVG (orange, violet, green) and white. This,
along with the ability to print just 250 sets of

CLIENT

Heret Packaging

DESIGNER

Dganit Dahan (product
design) and Lior Lifshitz
(graphic design)

PRINT

Heret Packaging

PAPER

Iggesund Invercote

FINISHING & BINDING

Double-sided soft-touch
lamination; MGI digital
embellishments
(foil, spot UV); Highcon
laser cut

the Junglendar, is what digital printing is all about. Finally, the use of
Invercote for this project was a smart
choice, as that paperboard is known
the world over for its ability to fold
without the slightest hint of cracking.

Says Heret Packaging’s Yarden BenDor, “Every new product development
process teaches you something new. In this
case, the calendar challenged us with the question of the necessity of physical objects in a
world that is deep into digital options—iPhones,

iPads, etc. How can we develop new paper
products that reveal the benefits of paper that
cannot be replaced with digital gadgets, paper
products that are reachable and desirable?”
It may be a jungle out there in terms of various electronic distractions, but you’d be hard
pressed to find a cooler, more visually compelling way to mark off the months of our lives.
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OUTSIDE
THE BOX

Golden
Rules
ILLUMINATED NYC PRINT

4 metallic inks + 2 foils =
1 stunning print by Alfalfa New
York. This ambitious tribute
includes more than 600 icons
meant to evoke key aspects of the
city, including a diamond-garnished
martini and the East Village
pizza rat!
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INVERCOTE!
Folds like no other.
Paperboard that delivers extraordinary strength
and durability, unparalleled tearing strength and
allows folds both with and against the grain
without cracking!
Seeing is believing, so put us to the test. To get
Invercote samples or to check what grades are
being stocked close to you, go to:
IGGESUND.COM/CLOSER
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Join us to look after it.
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Give us a call and one of our printing consultants will be available to help you.
916.442.8100 • www.commerceprinting.com

